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Independent fashion designer Monica Caleb began her career over 10 years ago as a custom designer
under the brand label “Designs By Moe”, targeting private clients. Monica’s designs ranged from fun party
ensembles to formal gowns. However, given the recent state of her brand, she decided to reach out for help
to take her brand to the next level.

THE PROCESS

Brand audit - to determine potential issues within the business, including production costs and other financial information 
as well as a review of current business practices.

ANALYSIS - My review of Monica’s brand audit determined the following:

Overspending on raw materials
Lack of efficient production resources
Undefined taUndefined target market
Product development issues
No brand roadmap
Inconsistent branding
Ineffective marketing & promotions

One of the biggest issues Monica faced was defining her target market, therefore, product development
was an issue. Another was raw materials & production rs 

“I felt like Kemal & I spoke the same language, she just gets it.”
                      -Monica Caleb

CLIENT CHALLENGE

Prior to this project, I worked with Monica to improve sales & brand engagement on social media. This time, she needed 
advice on how to manage the day today operations and wanted to produce more niche oriented designs. On the other
hand, she didn’t know where to begin. She was designing various products with no clearn direction. Monica found it 
difficult to identify her target market. As a result, she was unable to brand and market herself correctly. She expressed her 
frustrations regarding a lack of consistent sales along with nominal engagement on social media. Her desire was create
collections tcollections that were more upscale & edgy with a simple elegance. Ultimately, she needed to figure out how to make this
transition to increase her overall profitability.
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LOGO UPDATE

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT- In order to pique the interest of her target market we worked on a mood board for product development 
and scheduled a rebrand launch date for Spring 2018. The mood board served as inspiration to begin working on concepts for a new 
collection 15 piece collection. 

MOOD BOARD

CILENT SOLUTION

Recommendation of business plan development to create a brand roadmap. After the review of all findings
I suggested strategies to immediately reduce expenses, increasing business cash flow.I worked with Monica to find her brand “voice” 
which, allowed her to identify her “customer”/  She stressed her interest to create a more sophisticated line for women between the ages 
of 25-54. As a result, I recommended that she abandoned her label “Designs’ By Moe” along with a complete rebrand under her
given name “Monica Caleb”. This meant a new logo and brand color palette to reflect the message she wished to evoke.along with 
pproduct development to appeal to her target customer.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

New social media accounts under the brand moniker “Monica Caleb” via Instagram, Facebook & Pinterest.
plus a new website dedicated to e-commerce as her main platform for brand visibility and sales. All items
are currently in beta mode as the work with the client is ongoing.She will need brand developmpent, along with
marketing/pr to establish brand visibility and to increase exposure.

IMPACT ON CLIENT BUSINESS

Under the former lable of “Designs By Moe” Monica’s Instagram following increased by 90.5% in 6 weeks. Her
likes per post rose by 13% and engagement by 47%. In addition, she experienced an improvment in sales by 30.4%
along with a repeat in customer sales at 34% who placed orders via her Instagram account.

Based on the initial success, the client has requested ongoing work which resulted in a complete rebrand which is 
currently in beta. However, we reduced expenses in day to day operations, including a reduction in the areas of raw 
mmaterials & production by 25% 

CALL TO ACTION

Kemal has shown me that consistency is key to a brands overall success & how important it is to the development
of a brand.I have finally nailed my target market and recognized the value in listening to customer feedback. Now,
I am able to create designs that make sense for my target market and saving money based on the tips that Kemal 
has provided. I hate to think what would have happened had I not decided to work with her. 

Independent Designer 
  Monica Caleb

“I was fearful that it wouldn’t make a difference in my business, but I was wrong.”
                      


